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Peter Marty tells the story of a life-size nativity creche in front of the church. It was
heavy, cumbersome, hard to set up, with sketchy electrical connections. And the
worst problem was Jesus kept disappearing. Five of the eight years Marty served
that church, someone absconded with the baby. Not the crib or hay. And no ransom
note. Just Jesus gone to someone who must have needed him. Then there was the
year a stray pick-up took out a couple of wisemen. Mary and Joseph were out
frankincense and myrrh that Christmas.i
One morning, Marty looked out to see if Jesus was still asleep in the hay, and
noticed a small gift left beside him. Could it be a booby-trap? a letter bomb? a
candid-camera prank? Or was it a real gift? Staff debated their moral quandary.
Should we unwrap this present? Curiosity won the day. Underneath red paper they
discovered an old Shake ‘n Bake box. Inside the box were 33 cents and a piece of
notebook paper. It read:
Dear Jesus, Happy Birthday. Here’s some small change for you to feed
someone who is hungry. I give myself to be kind to others, as you were kind
to others on earth. Love, Maria.
Gifts … so much a part of our celebration in these weeks. At best, they express our
affection and devotion to someone we love. And at times, the weight of expectation
adds stress—finding the perfect gift, the one so desired; and often that stress can sap
the spirit from the season and affect those very relationships we cherish.

I suppose, if we set aside levels of consumer excess in our society, we might find
the tradition rooted in the scriptural creche—in wisemen or magi’s gifts from afar.
Or maybe while wrapping and ripping off paper, ribbons, and bows, we might
remember the promise of Emmanuel, God-with-us—the baby Jesus wrapped in
swaddling clothes. No, I don’t really think that’s what filled my kids’ minds and
hearts at that moment over the years. Still, it’d be nice. “The reason for the season,”
and all that. “The greatest gift is love” reads the skirt around our family Christmas
tree. The greatest gift of God’s love to us in Christ, no pre-conditions, no
exclusions, despite our imperfections. The gift of sacrificial love Jesus comes to
inspire us to offer one another, through the way we live through every season of the
year.
Trouble is, of course, we’re not so good at it sometimes. A bit heavy-handed,
cumbersome in our kindness, our connections in God’s Spirit flickering a bit
sketchy. Maybe Jesus can seem to keep disappearing from us. At Christmas, our
gatherings can be fraught with conflict and separation and hurtful words that still
smart in wounds of the heart. Or maybe in that spirit gatherings and gift exchanges
don’t occur at all.
If we’ve already exchanged gifts, friends, I hope it was a meaningful time of joy and
gratitude, flowing from love; or that it will be in coming days. If we’re lucky maybe
it will be something like our church staff party a few weeks ago.
We shared another white-elephant gift exchange. You know: things left-over, even
forgotten, not quite used up; extras laying around, things we find tucked away in a
closet, in the basement, or on the 4.99 or less shelf at the store. Things a little
tarnished to be polished, meaningful once long ago, now for us not quite so.
Products of our handiwork, we demure are not our best, still beautiful bits of

ourselves, our hearts, our efforts. Amaryllis bulbs. A Peanuts nativity set. Batterywarmed slippers which our Financial Coordinator Louise said she must have loved
so much she found three pairs of them in her closet! A travel mug filled with
chocolate. A miracle six-way can opener. Vase. Fleece blanket. Brass clock. A
personal painting of trees. Travel picnic basket with homemade maple-syrup. Are
we enticed to join the fun yet?!
The way it worked, our Office Administrator Ann prepared slips in an envelope
with each person’s name. When someone opened a gift they drew the next person’s
name. She or he gets to choose either a gift unopened or already opened. We see
where the real fun begins! My name got drawn last! And the last shall be first, Jesus
said. So many attractive items! I strolled around the table. The brass clock, the
painting and slippers, I think had already been “reselected”. A taste for maple syrup
was cultivated in my youth and a year in Vermont. So when I made it all the way
back around, I stole that liquid gold from the person right next to me, Chrissy!
Ah, but the guilty conscience that incessantly wrestled with my covetous cunning.
Her first Christmas among us. Never yet tasted Mike’s homemade delight. How
mean could I be? I repented and relented and offered a swap. But lest you think too
highly of unselfish sacrifice, I confess I didn’t suffer much. The last present I
watched Chrissy unwrap was a picture book of the National Parks. If anything
reaches the temptation of maple syrup, it’s books … and beautiful places. She
graciously accepted. It became a kind of prayer devotional in recent weeks. And I
enjoyed it so much, I thought my father might like it as a gift, as well!
Now, friends, I’ve never heard of white elephants joining cattle and sheep and
camels at Jesus’ manger. Still, maybe that’s what the gospel story is really about.
Hear the good news again, Jesus was born to an unwed mother and father in an
insignificant city, in a squalid barn or cave, placed in a feeding trough, because no

one made room for them where everyone else was staying. It’s a tale of outcasts.
Dirty, smelly, lonely, unkempt and uncouth shepherds herald his birth, the first to
bear witness beyond animals laying nearby. Eventually a few foreigners arrive from
afar, so strange we don’t actually know what they are—kings? Astrologers?
Scientists? Philosophers? It all foreshadows the people with whom Jesus would
associate most of all—lame and blind, a hemorrhaging woman and another divorced
five times, foreigners, enemies, tax collectors—all the not-so-gently used, chipped,
broken-hearted cast-offs in the dark closet or basement of religion and society.
And here’s the real good news. Just as he came to them, friends, he comes to you
and me. Or rather, so God invites us this holy night to come to him here at this table,
and ever in the most beautiful blossoming or darkest corners of our hearts.
You see, aren’t we all much like white elephants in our way—illnesses and
ailments, faults and failures, conflicts and consequences of our decisions. Each of us
cherished by God to be polished in love and given again to one another. Church at
best, our relationships in Christ at the their truest are much like one big everongoing white-elephant exchange. More than perfection or flawlessly manufactured
facades, here we offer to others our broken, chipped, tarnished, left-over bits, or the
shelved unused maybe even forgotten parts our ourselves that could be blessings to
others. In the light of Sacred Grace we all look beautiful. In the steady flame of
Divine Love all our gifts are meaningful, however great or small.

Inside the box were 33 cents and a piece of notebook paper.
Dear Jesus, [it read,] Happy Birthday. Here’s some small change for you to
feed someone who is hungry. I give myself to be kind to others, as you were
kind to others on earth. Love, Maria.

I knew right away who Maria was, Peter Marty remembers. She lived in a house the
church owned and operated for persons living with chronic mental illness. A tender
soul at barely over five feet tall, she was plagued with a collision of voices
constantly telling her what to think and feel and do.
She lived up to the name bestowed on her by parents, as if they knew the generosity
of Jesus’ mother Mary would inspire her life. Maria had a big heart which she
shared with those she trusted. She seemed to know that love was the only thing she
had to give away, and she knew that came from God.
For twenty-five years now, Marty concludes, I’ve kept that box and note and the
change inside. It was intended for Jesus. It keeps on giving me the reminder I need:
love is the best thing I have to give away. And the only love I have is that which
I’ve received from the Lord. ii
Nowell, dear friends, Nowell! Born is the King of Love, from Israel long ago to
Kalamazoo and all creation, for you and me!
Thanks be to God! Amen.

Quoted and adapted from Peter W. Marty in Christian Century –
https://www.christiancentury.org/article/publisher/birthday-present-manger-scene.
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